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Abstract
Digital urban twin technology is currently being developed, prototyped and tested to address multiple challenges related to sustainableurban development. Crossing specialist sectors and departments, such technology aims to integrate, orchestrate and govern multiplemodels across domains and paradigms. However, currently available solutions are largely confined to singular, tailor-made andproprietary solutions that structurally limit the development and connection of various multi-paradigm and multi-scale models. Inthis paper, we present our work-in-progress on the use of multi-modelling approaches within Hamburg’s evolving modular digitalurban twin infrastructure. Based on participatory multi-stakeholder workshops, we address the multi-domain issue of energeticrenovation and its potential gentrification effects by creating a city-scale system dynamics and a neighborhood-scale agent-basedmodel. Connecting them via an urban model platform, preliminary findings show that such a system-of-systems approach combinedwith a multi-stakeholder model development seems promising for the future of multi-modelling in the context of digital urban twins.
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1. Introduction

Cities are complex adaptive systems that face numerouschallenges related to sustainability, resilience, and socialequity. The ongoing urbanization process and its associ-ated consequences, such as increasing energy consump-tion, carbon emissions, rent price development and itsresulting housing crises, have made it crucial to developsolutions to address these challenges.Digital urban twins in that regard promise to supportdecisions by enabling and providing “what-if scenarios"of various solutions based on multifaceted computationalmodels. While being ambiguous in their concrete defi-nition, the concept of digital urban twins entails a city’sdigital resources (i.e. urban data, visualization and analy-sis algorithms, simulation models) and the surroundinggovernance aspects. Different instances of digital twinsfor specific use cases can be assembled from a modularinfrastructure (Schubbe et al., 2023).From a technological perspective, there are few ap-proaches that showcase a combination of cross-sectoral

and multi-paradigm models within a digital urban twininfrastructure. For instance, scholars and practitionerspropose a “T-Cell architecture" that orchestrates multiplesimulation models and brokers the information flow inbetween (Raes et al., 2022). Others develop custom indi-vidual connections between models based on open-sourcevisualization systems (Dembski et al., 2019). Private com-panies entering the growing market typically sell theirown proprietary suite of software with multiple domain-specific models. Although such approaches are highly use-ful for their intended use cases and showcase the potentialof connected models and simulations in an urban con-text, they are usually associated with one of two strategicdisadvantages. Either adding new simulation models re-quire a custom integration leading to resource-intensiveand tailor-made solutions. Or there is a proprietary wrap-per around a non-extendable set of models. At the sametime, incorporating truly multi-paradigm, multi-scaleand multi-model approaches into digital urban twin in-frastructure is of particular importance because the com-

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/.
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plex adaptive nature of the urban calls for them (Batty,2021).A possible solution to the combination of multiple mod-els is a “system of systems" approach as outlined in thecontext of open urban platforms in DIN SPEC 91357. A coreprinciple of such a reference architecture for urban dataplatforms is to not fundamentally change the various datamanagement systems in different domains, but to createa platform that connects different data silos using openstandards. In a similar fashion, an urban model platformbased on open and interoperable standards could act as auniversal and standardized interface between models ofvarious methods, paradigms and scales.From a model development perspective, scholars in-creasingly advocate for dynamic multi-stakeholder mod-elling approaches to represent multiple perspectives in asocio-technical model (van Bruggen et al., 2019; Tolk et al.,2022). In the context of digital urban twins, catchphraseslike “no model without the modeled" (Tolk et al., 2022)and calls for increasing co-* principles (Nochta et al., 2021;Arcaute et al., 2021), currently meet little empirical casestudies and best practices.In this context, this paper presents ongoing work onthe use of multi-modelling approaches within Hamburg’sevolving modular digital urban twin infrastructure. Byconducting participatory multi-stakeholder workshopswith representatives from public administration, civil so-ciety, and the private sector, we (1) collaboratively selecta specific case study within the larger umbrella topic ofclimate protection and social equity, (2) discuss the var-ious scales that simulation models should represent andquestions it should address, (3) develop a system dynam-ics model of Hamburg on a city scale that covers the as-pects and their relations identified by the stakeholders,(4) create an agent-based model on a neighborhood scaleto examine local actors, resources and their interactionsmore closely, (5) integrate both models on an urban modelplatform architecture, (6) simulate various scenarios withpolicy levers selected by the participating stakeholdersand (7) evaluate the simulation results and the participa-tory modelling process collectively. With a clear focus onthe multi-stakeholder modelling process and the techno-logical multi-model implementation, we select two mainobjectives for our research:
1. Exploring requirements and challenges of multi-stakeholder modelling processes with the help of digitalmodelling and simulation tools2. Investigating in the technological feasibility of a “sys-tem of systems" urban model platform approach capableof providing, executing and integrating multi-paradigmmodels by combining multi-scale agent-based and sys-tem dynamic models

The following paper is structured as following: In thematerial and methods section, we provide detailed infor-mation about the process and tools deployed. In the resultssection, we describe the resulting models and their inte-

gration an urban model platform architecture. This is, atthe current point in time, partially work-in-progress. Inthe discussion section, we reflect upon our research goalsand formulate preliminary conclusions.
2. Material and Methods

Given its size, growing population, and status as a front-runner in Germany’s digitalization efforts, we select thecity of Hamburg as a real-world laboratory in which we in-tervene by designing real-world experiments (Bergmannet al., 2021). Real world experiments can be defined as“experiments with participatory control over the inter-vention“ where researchers and their transdisciplinarypartners - in our case the stakeholders involved in themulti-modelling process - shape the direction and out-come of the experiment together (Caniglia et al., 2017). Inthe federal republic, Hamburg is one of three city-statesand Germany’s second largest city in terms of population.Its pledge to become carbon-neutral until 2045 shows itsambition to actively engage in more climate protection ac-tivities than national or EU regulations would require. Dueto Hamburg’s large working class population employedin the omnipresent port and its downstream industries,the social democratic party is governing the city-statesince 1945 with the exemption of only around 15 years ofconservative leadership. This emphasis on social equityissues ultimately adds weight to the question on how todesign climate protection in Hamburg in a socially equi-table way. At the same time, Hamburg’s existent digitalinfrastructure and ongoing digitalization projects in thedigital urban twin domain provide beneficial conditionsfor our research.To guide the multi-modelling process we modify theten step modelling process as described by Dam et al. (2013)with co-design and participatory modelling methodolo-gies that aim to integrate multiple perspectives (vanBruggen et al., 2019; Etienne et al., 2011). Following thecalls of Nochta et al. (2021) and Arcaute et al. (2021) to in-corporate co-* principles capable of capturing urban com-plexity into digital urban twin development, we aimed fora high intensity of each of the three dimensions of par-ticipation as measured in the participation cube (Thone-ick, 2021). As displayed in Figure 1, we methodologicallycombine a multi-stakeholder engagement strand with atechnological implementation strand.
2.1. Multi-stakeholder engagement strand

To iteratively arrive at an issue of collective relevance, wedesigned an co-creative process where most decisions aremoderated by us, but made by the collaborating stake-holders. We started in the summer of 2022 by developing“wicked questions” in the context of our case study of cli-mate protection and social equity at Hamburg’s “Schülerk-limakongress” (pupil’s climate congress). During autumnand winter, we interviewed a total of ten stakeholders from
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Figure 1. The interplay of the multi-stakeholder engagement strand and the technological implementation strand results in two simulation models ofdifferent scales and paradigms and structures the real-world experiment

public administration, civil society and NGOs to gather fur-ther background information and form a network in thespecific field. As a result, we identified the two main top-ics of (1) energetic renovation and gentrification effectsand (2) zero land sealing and social housing construction.With these inputs, we invited multiple stakeholders fromHamburg’s public administration, civil society and privatecorporations to a kick-off workshop. Its goal was threefold:Firstly, we aimed to introduce and explain our undertak-ing and thereby convince the stakeholders to participate inthe experimental research project. Secondly, we intendedto collectively arrive at central questions to each of the twomain topics identified beforehand. Thirdly, we wanted togather preferences regarding the future process in termsof one of the two main topics and their modelling scales,possible dates and time slots. Based on the majority pref-erences of the kick-off workshop, we chose the topic of“energetic renovation and gentrification effects" and thecollective question on possibilities to decouple both pro-cesses. Participants spoke out for a focus on the neighbor-hood scale with links to a city-scale development. Basedon these outcomes, we scheduled three further workshops:the first one dedicated to formalize a broad city-scale sys-tem dynamics model and to selecting a fitting neighbor-hood within Hamburg, the second one to formalize anagent-based model of the selected neighborhood, and thethird one to experiment with the models, simulate variousscenarios of interest and evaluate the modelling process.Within the modelling workshops, we leveraged the web-based modelling tool “Insight Maker" which allows for theconceptual development and simulation of system dynam-ics and agent-based models (Fortmann-Roe, 2014). Thecollective discussion took place in a structured way in frontof large touch tables with a clear distinction of the differentroles involved. While the invited stakeholders providedtheir perspectives and model content, we facilitated theprocess and provided general modelling guidance.
Referring to the modelling process outlined by (Dam

et al., 2013), the multi-stakeholder engagement strandlargely covers the steps of problem formulation and actoridentification, system identification and decomposition,concept formalization, model formalization, experimen-tation and model use.
2.2. Technological implementation strand

The technological implementation of the formalized mod-els took place between the multi-stakeholder modellingworkshops. Wherever possible, we translated the infor-mation collected in the modelling workshops into fullyoperationalized model structures. For the system dynam-ics model, we leveraged the web-based simulation capa-bilities of Insight Maker (Fortmann-Roe, 2014). For theagent-based model, we used the common ABM simulationsoftware NetLogo (Tisue and Wilensky, 2004), as it alsoprovides the possibility for web-based simulation.
For the integration of both models, we developed anurban model platform architecture capable of integratingmodels of multiple paradigms and methodologies. Build-ing on the Open Geospatial Consortium’s (OGC) API Pro-cesses standard, we deploy both models on a modifiedinstance of the pygeoapi Python server implementation.The OGC API Processes describes a standardized way ofpackaging “computational tasks into executable processesthat can be offered by a server through a Web API" (OpenGeospatial Consortium, 2021). The standard builds uponthe JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format and the Rep-resentational State Transfer (REST) protocol and thus in-tegrates well with many existent software libraries andtools. Its core describes seven endpoints that are to be im-plemented: A landing page (1) that conforms to the OpenAPI scheme and links to the server’s conformance classes(2), as well as to a list of all available processes (3). Via aspecific processID, a process description can be accessed(4) and the process can be executed either synchronouslyor asynchronously (5). For each asynchronous process ex-
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ecution (i.e. a process that takes longer than the averageHTTP request timeout) a job will be created. Its status canbe obtained from the job status info (6) and - once com-puted - its results from the job results endpoint (7). Withineach of these endpoints, there are further requirements onhow to provide e.g. detailed metadata about the requiredinputs, outputs and job status (Open Geospatial Consor-tium, 2021). Each of the processes deployed is separatelyaccessible and executable via the specified API endpoints.At the same time, due to the standardized interface to thedifferent processes, the models are capable of communi-cating not only with a client, but also with one another. Inthat way, the output from one model can serve as the inputof another. Thus, the API Processes can serve as an opensystem-of-systems standardized interface that is struc-turally capable of connecting models without the need forcustom and tailor-made connectors.Referring to the modelling process outlined by (Damet al., 2013), the technological implementation strandlargely covers the software implementation and modelverification steps.
3. Results

To focus both on procedural and technological aspects ofthe real-world experiment, we describe the results of eachworkshop consecutively. Since the present research is stillwork-in-progress, there is no fully functional integrationof both models into an urban model platform yet.
3.1. Kickoff and problem formulation

In the first workshop, a total of eight participants fromHamburg’s ministry of urban planning and housing, themunicipal urban development company, two tenant pro-tection organizations, two district initiatives, and a pri-vate urban planning bureau met in an online environment.There were two hours of in-depth discussions around keyaspects, central questions and useful scales for modellingtwo pre-selected topics of (1) energetic renovation andgentrification effects and (2) zero land sealing and socialhousing construction. Discussing their preferences, a clearmajority of stakeholders indicated that they would wantto continue working on the issue of energetic renovationand gentrification. They identified the following key ques-tions:
• How can the current relationship between energeticbuilding renovation and gentrification effects be decou-pled as far as possible?• What effects can be expected from energetic renovationmeasures on different social groups and milieus in thecity?• Who should pay for which renovation measures onwhich buildings?

In order to model this issue, the district level was deemedto be the most suitable scale, if decision-making struc-

tures on a city scale as well as building-specific informa-tion are also included. Furthermore, areas with a socialpreservation ordinance should be considered separately,since special framework conditions for energy-related ren-ovations apply here.
3.2. The city-scale model

In the second workshop, a total of three participants fromHamburg’s ministry of urban planning and housing and atenant protection organization took part in an in-personhalf-day workshop setting. Three additional stakeholdersexpressed their interest, but could not participate due tosickness or scheduling conflicts. As displayed in Figure2, a high-level systems diagram was developed with thestakeholders. Central aspects of the model are “housingcosts" and “energy-efficient renovation measures". Viathe factor “modernization rent increase according to cur-rent legislation", housing costs increase with energeticmodernization. Via lower energy consumption due to themodernization measures, housing costs and the city’s CO2emissions decrease. A tenant’s possible decision to relo-cate, i.e. economic gentrification, happens through a re-duction in available income and an increase in housingcosts. At the same time, inflation, interest rate levels andlegal requirements for climate protection set the frame-work for many key aspects of the model.For the model’s operationalization, participants re-ferred to multiple data sources such as various rent in-dices, operating cost surveys or detailed building stockdata. Largely building on these and adding as much detailsas necessary, we then transferred the main model struc-ture into an operational system dynamics model after theworkshop. This model contains seven sub-models:
1. Population and living. Based on the city’s official pop-ulation predictions and the average living space per resi-dent, the total living space and the number of buildingswith residential use are simulated.2. Measures of energetic modernization. This sub-model simulates the public and private invest in energeticmodernization of the building envelope and in renewableheat supply. Based on the investments, the required en-ergy for heating and carbon emissions will reduce.3. Building heat supply. Fossil, renewable and districtheating of the building stock is modeled based on the mea-sures of energetic modernization and the population andliving sub-model.4. Energy and climate. Energy demand, cost and relatedemissions are calculated based on the building heat supplyand the measures of energetic modernization sub-model.5. Increase of rent due to modernization. Based on theinvestments in energetic modernization, the rent increasedecisions of property owners are modelled.6. Cost of living. This sub-model simulates the develop-ment of average living costs with its three main compo-nents net cold rent, non-heating-related operating costsand heating costs. Both the increase in net cold rent due
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Figure 2. A high-level causal loop diagram was developed in the second workshop (translation by the authors)

to energetic modernization, as well as the reduction ofheating costs influence the total average cost of living.7. Economic gentrification. This sub-model simulatesthe number of people that are being gentrified due to anincreased cost of living and their disposable income.
For the further process, potential districts were jointlyselected with the stakeholders on the basis of current de-velopment areas, areas in the social preservation ordi-nance and census housing data. In this context, stake-holders considered the following points important:

• The predominance of rented apartments• Mixed owner structure• Necessity for energetic renovation with available in-come below the city’s average
The districts discussed in this context were Steilshoop,the Generalsviertel, Wilhelmsburg, Veddel and Rothen-burgsort. Due to the upcoming urban development in theElbbrücken neighborhood, the resulting increasing gen-trification pressure and the potential for further stigmati-zation of the neighborhoods of Wilhelmsburg, Veddel andSteilshoop, the researchers decided on district of Rothen-burgsort.
3.3. The district-scale model

In the third workshop, a total of six participants from Ham-burg’s ministry of urban planning and housing, two tenantprotection organizations, Hamburg’s property owner or-ganization and residents of Rothenburgsort took part inan in-person full-day workshop setting. Following the

methodology outlined in Etienne et al. (2011), we collec-tively mapped, clustered and ranked actors, resources andprocesses that are present in Rothenburgsort. As a laststep, the interactions and touching points between theactors, resources and processes were mapped in a singleinteraction diagram.Three major clusters of directly involved actors can beformed: Firstly, building owners are comprised of land-lords, individual property owners, cooperatives, hedgefunds, the SAGA and homeowners’ associations. Sec-ondly, there are residents who may or may not be tenants.Thirdly, tradespeople consist of economic actors from theretail trade, industry, gastronomy and hotel businesses,of which there are many in Rothenburgsort. Indirectly af-fecting the issue of energetic modernization and economicgentrification are consultancy services (of a social natureand those specific to energetic refurbishment), districtinstitutions, public authorities, housing seekers and po-litical institutions/committees. The district council actsas an information platform for the exchange of informa-tion between all actors. Locally specific are temporarilyhoused refugees and art and cultural institutions such asMikropol.In a second step, resources to which the actors haveaccess were collected, collated and clustered. They werethen prioritized by the participants by assigning points.Accordingly, a higher score next to a resource representsa higher level of importance in relation to the questionabout the connections between energy modernization andeconomic gentrification. Major clusters are:
• Money: This includes access to credit, available subsi-
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Figure 3. The user interface of the NetLogo model containing parameters for the percentage of renovated buildings at the beginning of the simulation, theaverage duration of planning and permitting a modernization, the availability of craftsmen resources, the available subsidies, the percentage of peopleleaving when a modernization is announced, the average costs of a energetic modernization, the maximum amount of modernization rent increase, theduration for how long residents will withstand financial pressure before moving away and the percentage of residents that get into financial pressure aftera rent increase.

dies, rental income, tenants’ disposable income, andequity. Willingness to invest is also closely related tothe cluster.• Land: Here, housing in particular should be mentionedas an important resource.• Knowledge: In addition to knowledge about energy-efficient refurbishment and about subsidy programs,knowledge of tenancy law was identified as a key re-source in this cluster.
Other resources identified as important are consultingservices and craft and construction services. There wasconsiderable discussion about how to operationalize theresources. Questions raised include: How do you measureexisting knowledge? How does one map a social networkin the model? Wherever a classification into scales did notseem possible, the participants agreed on a classificationinto the levels "low" - "medium" - "high".Processes taking place in the neighborhood as partof energetic modernization and economic gentrificationwere also first collected and then scored by the participantsaccording to importance. The following two processeswere discussed in more detail:

• Displacement: Here, either a rent increase or compul-sory modernization is at the beginning of the process.Some of the residents then come under financial pres-sure, which could lead to a decision to move away. Thisis influenced by the search for housing and finally leadsto renting or buying a new property. The final step inthe process is to move away.• Rent increase: The modernization decision of the own-ers is the starting point for the process of rent increase.This is followed by the financing and planning of the(energetic) modernization. As soon as the measure isapproved, construction measures and rent increase are

announced, if necessary. The construction work is thencarried out, the rent increase is calculated on the ba-sis of the actual costs incurred, and finally the tenantsreceive the rent increase declaration.
Finally, participants connected actors with the re-sources and processes and identified and described actors-actor and actor-resource relations. For the model’s oper-ationalization, we implemented the high-level actors, aswell as the prioritized resources and processes into a NetL-ogo model of the district Rothenburgsort. Gathering datafrom Hamburg’s Urban Data Platform, as well as from thelast official census data, we modeled 8945 residents of thedistrict connected to a building that is either modernizedor not. In the connection between resident and buildingwe model the relationship (rented or not), the rent price,if the building contains social housing apartments withcontrolled rent prices, and the number of rent increases.Each building is connected to one owner and has a specificstatus of modernization that resembles the moderniza-tion steps discussed in the rent increase process. Figure3 shows the resulting model interface with the differentparameters and output plots.

3.4. Simulation and evaluation workshop

In the forth workshop, a total of five participants fromHamburg’s ministry of urban planning and housing andtwo tenant protection organizations took part in a half-day workshop. After we presented the operationalizedsimulation models and their specific user interfaces, weinvited the participants to openly play with the model anddiscuss potential scenarios. After two rounds of scenariobuilding, participants engaged in a reflection round of thewhole process and collaboratively discussed future steps.Before starting to build various scenarios with the city-
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scale model, participants engaged in a multi-layered dis-cussion about the model’s content, its validity, potentialuse-cases and their implications, as well as the model de-velopment process. For the model content and its validity,multiple participants mentioned that although there arealready many factors present, specific details such as resi-dential buildings within the social preservation ordinanceor the differentiation between general inflation and infla-tion of rent prices are important, but not yet resembled inthe model. One indicator of the model, the absolute CO2-emissions of the city from heating energy, was deemed tobe impractical and was therefore changed to per-capitaand per-square meter emissions during the workshop. Forpotential use cases, participants brought up applicationsin their domains, such as simulating potential effects ofvarious measures. For the implications of the model usage,participants highlighted its capability to rationalize theemotional discussion around energetic modernization andpotential gentrification effects. At the same time, one par-ticipant raised concerns that the model could contain “fa-tal mistakes“ that could lead to a “political blow-up“ if notmanaged correctly. For the model development process,participants agreed that they would not have expectedsuch a sophisticated result based on their input and thatthey were “very impressed“. During the scenario building,participants noticed the complexity of various parametersand their interplay. Aiming to handle such complexity,some asked for a functionality where they could ask thecomputer to come up with solutions that would fulfill theirkey performance indicators. Some proposed to excludethe parameters on which they had no influence. Otherssuggested to find consensus on realistic parameter val-ues and take these as a baseline scenario. Eventually, itwas not possible to collectively arrive at suitable scenar-ios for the city-scale model in the short amount of timeavailable. There however was consensus that the modelprovides a convincing starting point, and - given certainmodifications discussed before - could be used for testingvarious measures effectively. Turning towards the city-scale model, participants had much less questions aboutthe logic behind the different types of agents and resourcesin Rothenburgsort. While discussing the different leversand uncertainties, some participants remarked that theyhad access to very specific and closed data that could helpremedy some of the uncertainties. Adding to such start-ing points, the benefits of having something tangible forfuture policy testing were mentioned.
During the reflection round, all participants mentionedthat they were “impressed“ with the model results and seethem as a great baseline to build upon. When specificallyasked about the modelling process, they highlighted its ed-ucative aspects. At the beginning of the experiment, partic-ipants repeatedly mentioned that they are very interestedin, but could not envision a final simulation model basedon their inputs. After the simulation workshop, there wasgeneral agreement that such a process could stimulate newideas and possibilities, and that there are many benefits in

Figure 4. Touch tables running the insight maker tool served as the mainmodel building and facilitation tool during the multi-stakeholder mod-elling process

having something to build upon and to develop further. Atthe same time, concerns were raised regarding the com-munication of the results to a broader public, since theycould impact the political landscape for the worse whenused by non-responsible persons.
4. Discussion and Conclusion

By exploring multi-modelling approaches within Ham-burg’s evolving modular digital urban twin infrastructure,in this paper we present a multi-stakeholder process asone way of developing multiple models. We combine thisprocess with a technological solution to integrate the re-sulting multi-scale and multi-paradigm models in a digi-tal urban twin context.
Exploring requirements and challenges of multi-stakeholder modelling processes with the help of digitalmodelling and simulation tools, our results indicate sev-eral procedural and technological aspects. On a processlevel, we find that managing the multi-stakeholder en-gagement strand is a resource-intensive task that requiressubstantial organization, moderation and public relationskills for the persons leading the modelling process. Par-ticipants require sufficient time and openness to engagein an open-ended process. Aiming for a balanced set ofperspectives, it is especially difficult to find formats thatallow for the participation and encounter of both institu-tional stakeholders and volunteers who follow other day-time jobs. It is equally important to manage a changingcomposition of stakeholder groups in between workshops.In our experience, it was a challenge to establish a commonknowledge base when new people entered the process. Atthe same time, a substantial amount of time, especiallyduring the simulation workshop, had to be dedicated toexplaining fundamentals of modelling and simulation, themain principles of computational models and the role of
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uncertainties within the model’s parameters. As one par-ticipant mentioned, “looking into the machine room“ ofsuch models gives a glimpse of the complex interactionsand dynamics of the real-world system. On a technologi-cal level, the digital modelling and simulation tools usedprovide a transparent and user-friendly interface that isusable together with multiple stakeholders (see Figure 4for the setting). One key advantage is an instantaneousdigitization of the aspects discussed, as well as a clear andaccessible documentation. Browser-based tools such as In-sight Maker facilitate sharing and simulation of models viaweb-based simulation approaches. Working together ontechnological artefacts, such as large touch tables, helps inbridging the gap between the on-site discussion and thecomputational model. At the same time, such a commoninterface can also become an obstacle to a balanced discus-sion. For instance, one participant was not able to standfor a long time due to health issues as was thus partiallyexcluded from the discussions by people standing in frontof the touch table.

Investigating in the technological feasibility of a “sys-tem of systems" urban model platform approach, our pre-liminary findings show multiple advantages. Since bothmodels not yet fully implemented on the platform, theseadvantages can only be discussed conceptually. Firstly,separating the model logic from a specific user interfacecreates a level of abstraction that seems both general andspecific enough to connect multi-paradigm and multi-scale models. As the OGC API Processes standard specifiesonly the model’s inputs and outputs, enough informationis exposed to link various user interfaces for setting upsimulations runs and displaying their results. At the sametime, the standard user interfaces of various digital toolscan still be used as the API Processes only provides an addi-tional interface to access the algorithms and logic behindthe user input. Secondly, the ability to choose from a syn-chronous and asynchronous execution of the model withinthe API Processes facilitates a fast and efficient interactionbetween models wherever feasible, but also ensures a stor-age of intermediate results wherever necessary. Thirdly,the API Processes as a recent open standard published bythe OGC is likely to resonate with multiple actors in thedomain as past developments such as the Web Map Serviceor the Web Feature Service show. Fourthly, this architec-ture enables multiple models as outlined by Page (2018)andBatty (2021) that could be used side-to-side to mitigateeach other’s blind spots. Specifically in the context of digi-tal urban twins, domain-specific simulation models couldin the future either be developed or procured by the cityand integrated in an urban model platform. At the sametime, there is still considerable uncertainty around possi-ble solutions for automated and non-tailor-made modelorchestration. We believe that given the standardized listof in- and outputs, it is possible to develop easy-to-usetools and link the specific models. However, one wouldpotentially need to expand the current OGC standard withadditional metadata about time, state and interdependen-

cies. Further research is necessary to provide a coherentstate management between multi-paradigm and multi-scale models in a spatial context.Limitations of our study are linked to the selection ofparticipants, model development iterations and data gaps.Although we aimed to create an open and inclusive process,some stakeholders either did not respond or were not avail-able for a continuous participation. We thus consider theaspects discussed and operationalized to be biased towardsthe ones continuously represented during the workshops.Additional model development iterations would also im-prove both quality and validity of the models as multiplesuggestions were gathered in the simulation workshop.They also brought forward data gaps where better modelresults could be obtained by improving the data base ofthe models, especially the district-scale model.Overall, we found the separation into a multi-stakeholder engagement strand and a technologicalimplementation strand to be very productive. In that way,discussions were focused on the content and could bemoderated accordingly. The resource-intensive work oftranslating the concepts into code was outsourced, butcould at the same time be discussed at later stages of theconsecutive workshop design.Although still work-in-progress, we see much poten-tial in our approach, especially in it being a proof of concepton how to (1) engage multiple stakeholders in a modellingprocesses and (2) leverage existent open standards for asystem of systems multi-model integration. In our pointof view, this combination provides a way forward for multi-modelling in the context of digital urban twins, particu-larly in addressing complex issues such as energetic reno-vation and gentrification. With the approaches presentedwe showcase how a dynamic and open-ended co-creativeprocess, supported by a technological infrastructure thatallows for the integration of multi-paradigm and multi-scale simulation models, can create the conditions for anopen and extendable digital urban twin.
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